THE TREMRON GROUP

Green Collection
Introducing AquaPaver
Environmental Protection

Green for Today,
Green for Tomorrow.

THE TREMRON GROUP

Green Collection

Tremron Group is committed to using recycled materials
in the products we manufacture.
MIAMI

11321 NW 112th Court
Medley, FL 33178
800.567.1480 or
305.825.9000
Fax 305.823.6614

JACKSONVILLE

2885 St. Clair Street
Jacksonville, FL 32254
866.358.5900 or
904.359.5900
Fax 904.359.5901

ARCADIA

3144 Highway 17 NE
Arcadia, FL 34266
877.490.0990
863.491.0990
Fax 863.491.8990

Our Florida landscape is as
beautiful as it is vulnerable.
Storm water run-off and
erosion threaten both the
visible natural environment
and the aquifers upon which
we all rely.

tremrongroup.com
Printed on Forest Stewardship Council
certified paper to protect the environment.

Tremron Group delivers
hardscape products that
promote sustainability in the
residential and commercial
projects we serve. We create
solutions that redirect storm
water and protect the aquifer.
In the process, we can help
you maximize usable land
and make a positive impact
on the environment.

Plus, we work hard to make
it easy for you to blend
eco-consciousness with
business reality. Because
while we’re helping to protect
the Earth, we’re also helping
you grow your business.

Protection. Beauty. Sustainability.
We Make it Easy.

NEW From Tremron

Environmentally Friendly.
Economically Brilliant.
Protect the integrity of your landscape project, increase usable land in residential and
commercial holdings, and boost the value of your designs. Erosion and drainage are
important considerations in any landscape plan. Slopes can contribute to heavy
storm water run-off, eroding topsoil and threatening the strength of landscapes
and hardscapes. Tremron offers the erosion control products to protect your
designs and maintain the integrity of your landscaping.

Storm Water Problem? Easy Solution.
Our Green products reduce or eliminate storm water run-off, decrease flooding
and relieve sewer systems. They provide a sturdy pavement for vehicular traffic
and can be used in a wide variety of applications, from fire routes and parking
areas to residential applications such as driveways and patios.

» Increase usable land in building projects
» Reduce storm water run-off to protect ponds, rivers and lakes from pollutants
» Decrease storm water retention requirements and naturally recharge the aquifer
» Increase points allocated to LEEDS certification
Your landscape projects bring the beauty of nature into urban residential and commercial
settings. And now Tremron makes it easy for you to reduce environmental impact by
integrating a water-recycling function into your hardscape designs.

AquaPaver
AquaPaver, as the latest environmentallyfriendly hardscape product from Tremron
Group, provides sharp styling and optimum
protection against storm water run-off,
allowing for the readmission of water into
the ground and the natural re-charge of
the aquifer. Plus, Tremron’s AquaPavers
help protect the environment from
dangerous pollutants in storm water
run-off. AquaPavers, with their beautiful
unique shape, versatile design and
superior permeability, are the ideal
solution for eco- friendly hardscape
design and optimum aesthetic appeal.
Also available in tumbled variety.
Available in 9 5/8” x 5” x 3 1/8”.

Turfblock
Providing a permanent solution
to soil erosion problems, Turfblock
can be used in a wide variety
of applications, from fire routes
and parking areas to residential
applications such as driveways
and patios. Turfblock apertures
can support turf growth or
decorative gravel. Ideal for slope
protection on embankments.

SF-Rima ®

Pervious Pavers

SF-Rima permeable pavements
reduce or eliminate storm water
run-off, decrease flooding and
relieve sewer systems, yet provide
a sturdy pavement for vehicular
traffic. SF-Rima, with its unique
spacer design, can be installed
nub to block (1/2” joints) for water
drainage or nub to nub (1” joints)
for greater water drainage and
turf growth. Perfect for both
residential and commercial uses.
Available in 8” x 8” x 3 1/8”.

A pervious, solid, environmentallyfriendly interlocking paver designed
specifically for residential projects,
pervious pavers allow water to flow
directly through the paver
and be recaptured into the soil.
Available in 4”x 8” or
Olde Towne sizes.

